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Company: Geoscience

Location: United Kingdom

Category: other-general

RSK SafeGround, part of the RSK Geosciences business, is looking for an experienced utility

surveyor to join an already thriving team, to lead and deliver utility survey projects. The

successful candidate will be involved in all aspects of the project cycle, including preparing

proposals, scheduling, and managing works and reviewing deliverables before issue. The

position will also include requirement to provide support and training to junior members of the

team.

Responsibilities:

Responsible for the South-East RSK SafeGround utility detection teams, including the

programming of works, managing project timelines, budgets and quality of deliverables. The

successful candidate will report to and work closely with the SafeGround Team Leaders

to ensure works are completed efficiently and to the highest standards.

The candidate will liaise with other RSK Geoscience team leaders and staff for the South-

East region in order to support their permit to break ground site investigation projects.

Overseeing projects where there is a clear understanding of the work to PAS128:2022

standards, including the review of project deliverables, data quality reviews and site audits.

Training and supervision of junior staff members on cover lifting and EML detection as part of

the team’s training programme. So vital that the candidate is competent with:

Cover lifting and utility identification. The use of EML (RD8000 series) for tracing electrical,

metallic services and non-metallic pipes and ducts to PAS128 specifications. Topographical

surveying and equipment, both GPS and Total Station work to measure and record utility detection
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markings for the purposes of drawing production. GPR data collection for both on-site analysis

and recording for post-processing work as part of drawing deliverables. GPR and EML

techniques for on-site service avoidance in preparation for intrusive site investigation works

to PAS128:2022 specifications.

Has a good understanding and competency for producing AutoCAD drawing deliverables for

PAS128 Type D and Type B utility surveys. Reviewing PAS128 deliverables and PAS128

reports to accompany Type B survey drawings.

Manage ongoing projects and liaise with site investigation teams for project scheduling.

Attending senior staff meetings and reporting to the team leader for operations on a weekly

basis.

Will be required to undertake site visits and effectively communicate with clients to prepare

cost proposals.

Familiarity with GSSI, IDS Stream C and/or Mala GPR equipment, RD8000 series EML and

Leica total station and GPS survey equipment would be useful.

The successful applicant will work within our experienced team under the guidance of the

Team Leader.

Qualifications and Person Specification:

Experienced senior utility surveyor (8+ years’ experience) who has led PAS128 mapping

project site work and has been responsible for review of the survey deliverables.

Ideally with Level 4 Diploma Supervisor or Level 5 Diploma Senior Utilities Mapping

Surveyor, or equivalent.

Ideally is Chartered or is looking to gain Chartership with a professionally recognised body.

Strong experience with post-processing and interpretation of GPR data.

Excellent verbal and written communication skills including tablet work on site for digital data

capture.

Strong IT skills including Excel, CAD and some programming would be an advantage.

Must hold a UK driving licence.



Salary & Benefits:

£40,000 to £44,000 depending on experience

Overtime and expenses in addition to salary

Contributory Pension Scheme

Life assurance cover

A flexible benefits programme including the option to buy additional holidays and private

health care

We encourage Continuing Professional Development and, as a Registered Practice with the

Geological Society or Institute of Civil Engineers, we are committed to supporting

candidates along the pathway to Chartership.

#surveyor #Geoscience #Recruitment
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